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Summary

Medical geography is well recognized as a sub-discipline within geography. Its traditional focus is on the geography of diseases and medical resources. In recent years, medical geography has been recast as health geography where the new emphasis is on the geography of health and health care. In this article, we review the major themes of medical and health geography. Within the section on medical geography, the emphasis is placed on the role that regional variation, cultural ecology and spatial modeling play in examining the geography of disease and the geography of medical resources. In the section on health geography, the emphasis is on the recasting of medical geography as health geography. In recasting medical geography as health geography, the linkages between health and the environment; health and place; and health, health care and public policy. The penultimate section of the article is devoted to methodological developments in medical geography. It emphasizes the growing importance of geographical information systems, spatial statistics, telehealth and qualitative methods.


1. Introduction

Medical geography has evolved from a sub-discipline within geography narrowly focused on the spatial distribution of diseases and medical care resources to a sub-discipline that has broadened to take into account changing philosophies, methodologies and topics in geography, medicine and public health as they have evolved in the latter part of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century. Of increasing importance as well are renewed interests within medical geography in the links between health and the environment, health and place, and health, health care and public policy in both developed and developing countries. A third trend is the growing role that new information technologies are playing in medical geography.

The article is divided into three major sections and various subsections. The first section focuses on the two traditional themes of medical geography: the geography of disease and the geography of medical care resources. In the second section, medical geography is recast as health geography within the second section, the foci are: the transition from medical geography to health geography; linking health and the environment; linking health and place; and health, health care and public policy. The third section focuses on recent methodological developments in medical/health geography. We conclude the article by suggesting some future directions medical/health geography is likely to take.

2. Medical Geography

While some current text books on medical geography trace its origins to notions of the links between health and the environment as old as philosophic speculation and others begin their discussion of medical geography with the mapping of disease outbreaks in the 19th century, we take as our starting point the growth of medical geography as a sub-discipline within university geography in the 1960s. During its early development as a sub-discipline within geography, medical geography reflected the dominant theoretical and methodological approaches that existed across geography at the time: regional geography; cultural ecology; and spatial modeling.

2.1. The Geography of Disease

At its very essence, the development of the geography of disease as a major theme in medical geography began with the mapping of morbidity and mortality rates linked to specific diseases at various geographic scales. Mapping a specific disease, whether it was comparing local areas within a region, regions within a country, country to country or groupings of countries allowed the pioneers of medical geography to speculate about how regional differences explained the geographic variations in a disease (see Figure 1). While the mapping of morbidity and mortality remains to this day the first step in any examination of the geography of disease or the geography of health (see below), what evolved out of the early stages of modern medical geography were explanations based on cultural ecology and spatial modeling.

Those who took up the challenges of developing the geography of disease tradition based on cultural ecology and spatial modeling were heavily influenced by parallel developments taking place in epidemiology and public health. In particular,
improvements in the quantity and quality of morbidity and mortality data, geographic coverage and statistical methods encouraged medical geographers to seek explanations for the spatial variability of specific diseases. The recognition of the growing importance of public health encouraged medical geographers to seek an understanding of diseases that had significant impacts on populations in both developing and developed countries that expressed themselves within the interplay of the physical and social environment in which they exist. There was also the challenge of distancing medical geography from the trap of environmental determinism.

Figure 1: Generalized Lymphoma Belt identified in Africa with endemic areas. Source: Adapted from Pyle, G.F. (1979) Applied Medical Geography, New York: John Wiley and Sons, p. 84.

In taking up a cultural ecology approach, medical geographers sought to understand the geography of diseases as the interplay of the demographic and biological characteristics of the human population under attack from a disease, the natural and social habitat within which the disease and the human population exist and the behavior (i.e., the customs, norms, social and economic life) of the human population. Studies were
carried out that covered diseases as diverse as ascariasis to geophagy in places as diverse as the People’s Republic of China and southern United States (see Figure 2).


With the growing interest in statistics in geography, a third approach adopted in the geography of disease relied increasingly on the statistical modeling of the spatial distribution of diseases and their diffusion in time and space.

With increasingly detailed epidemiological data and rapidly improving computing power, medical geographers have contributed to the spatial modeling of everything from Hodgkins disease at the local level to the spread of measles at the regional level to space-time modeling of pandemics (e.g., influenza) at the global level.

The geography of disease, as a part of medical geography, remains as important today as it was in the 1960s. Among those who trace their roots to cultural ecology, there are some who now argue for a geography of health and health care based on the “new cultural geography.” Out of the statistical modeling tradition, medical geographers continue to contribute to the development of spatial statistics and the spatial modeling of diseases and are at the forefront of exploiting the potential of geographical information systems (GIS) as ways of understanding the changing geographic distribution of diseases and their underlying human and physical correlates.
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